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Think Tanks and Evidence based 

Research

Think tanks have always sought evidence based 
research as part of their endeavor to maintain their 

dual functions; Advocacy & Awareness

Think tanks or policy advice institutions are 

those institutions bridging academic research 

with public policies. 



The Main Functions of  Think Tanks

Providing policy advice for decision makers with the 
purpose of bridging the advocacy gap between 

evidence based research and public policy.

1. The Advocacy Function



o Policy makers’ engagement in  day to day and hectic routine 
work .

o Public policy issues growing more complex and 
interconnected.

o The growing need for insightful, interdisciplinary and 
evidence based analysis of the issues.  

The Main Functions of  Think Tanks 

(Cont’d)

The advocacy gap exists due to:



Providing explanatory analysis, civic education 
and public awareness on major policy issues 

affecting people's lives

“Research for change”

The Main Functions of  Think Tanks 

(Cont’d)

2. The Awareness Function



In all cases, for an efficient and 

effective advocacy and 

awareness functions, the need 

for evidence by think tanks

became indispensible…



In addition, evidence is not only an output in 

itself, but it can be perceived as an approach 

as well. 

It is about the quality of the methods that are used to gather 
and synthesize the information to produce the scientific 

knowledge. 

Defining Evidence

Validated information

or scientific knowledge. 



Type, Timing and Format of  Evidence

Awareness 

Function
Advocacy Function

Public Perceptions and Policies, Research, Economic and 
Statistical Models, indicators

Type of  

Evidence

General Public OpinionBusy policy MakersTarget 

audience

Civic education and 
societal engagement

Policy advice for bridging the 
advocacy gap

Purpose of  

Evidence

 Easily understood, 
simple, generic and non 
academic

Press releases, reports, 
polls, surveys ..etc

Decision makers’ friendly

Brief, precise & policy 
oriented

memos, policy briefs, 
position  papers, ..etc

Format of  

Evidence



In carrying out its role as a think tank for the Egyptian 

government, (IDSC) acts as a policy advice think tank for the 

Egyptian government. 

It relies on a variety of  tools to develop and maintain a solid 

evidence base from which policy options can be derived. 

IDSC’s Experience in using

& validating Evidence

Quantitative tools 

Analytical studies, policy 
briefs, academic reports and 

working papers.

Monthly information reports, public 
opinion polls, mathematical models, 
surveys and indicators. 

Qualitative tools



Boards of  Trustees

Peer Reviewing 

Mechanisms

Scientific 

Committees

Academic Merit Based 

Recruitment

These means allow IDSC to maintain a strict sense of  evidence 

based research that doesn't advance a certain viewpoint at the 

expense of  the other.

IDSC’s Experience in using

& validating Evidence (Cont’d)



Think tanks acting as bridging 

organizations play an important role 

in affecting people's behaviours and 

attitudes. 

The Role of  Think Tanks in affecting 

People’s Behaviors



How?
By using evidence as an intermediary variable between 

the role of think tanks and the process of affecting 
people's behaviours. 

The Role of  Think Tanks in affecting 

People’s Behaviors (Cont’d)

Think Tanks Evidence
People’s 

Behaviors

Policy 

makers

Public

Opinion



Changing Policy Makers’ 

behaviours

Changing People’s Behaviors 

through Evidence

Advocacy function of  

think tanks 

Changing Public 

Opinion’s Behaviours

Awareness function of  

think tanks 

th
ro

u
g

h

th
ro

u
g

h

Consolidate their 
policies when evidence 
come in line with the 
adopted policies

Take corrective 
actions when 
evidence is 
inconsistent with 
adopted policies

Shaping, educating and 
fine-tuning the masses' 
opinions.

Societal engagement & 
participation



1. IDSC Advocacy 

Function

IDSC’s Experience in changing

People’s Behaviors

Gap between public policies and societal values

Rethinking of  relevant interventionist 

approaches

Through its state - of the - art research capacities, IDSC manages to 
tackle specific policy research issues that contributed in many ways to 

affecting policy making and political behaviour in Egypt.

Ex: Egyptian Values System Survey

Subsidy System, Corruption …etc 



IDSC’s Experience in changing

People’s Behaviors (Cont’d)

IDSC, through its information access and disclosure policy, aims 
to create societal debate on key policy issues through focus 

groups, workshops, seminars, its website and media 
appearances.

Ex: Corruption Prevalence, avian flu, H1N1 flu, Egypt 2030,…etc

Changing The citizens’ behaviors and 

attitudes

2. IDSC Awareness 

Function



Limitations on the Use of  Evidence

Lack of funding for 
evidence  based research

1.Limitations

to evidence

based research

Absence of information 
disclosure acts

Weak data quality 
and verification / 

numerous data 
producers & 

methodologies

weak coordination and 
networking efforts among 
data producers

Absence of clear borders on 
social research (grey areas)



Limitations on the Use of  Evidence 

(cont’d)

2. Limitations to affecting 

people’s behaviors

At the 
Policy level

At the 
Societal level

Decisions are usually based 
on a number of variables 
that is not only confined to 
evidence. 
Political obligations and 
restrictions can affect 
decision making.

Citizens sometimes lack 
trust in evidence utilized by 
governments. 

At the 
Think tanks’ level

Difficulty in monitoring 
and evaluating the impact 
of evidence on people's 
behaviours and attitudes
as the latter are shaped 
and consolidated over a 
long period of time



Conclusive Remarks

 Think Tanks can play an immense role in shaping people’s  behaviours 
through evidence.

 Evidence has not only been indispensable for rational and better policy 
making, but more importantly for affecting behaviours and attitudes.

 Think tanks can have an immense role in affecting attitudes and 
decisions of policy makers; through their advocacy function. They can 
also have a civic educational role to the general public through their 
awareness function.

 Finally, one may conclude that without scientific knowledge, rigorous 
evidence, and new ideas, there would be no chance of success. 
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